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The Good Asian #1 is a strong opening chapter to a 1930s noir story dealing with subjects uncomfortably familiar relevant
to our modern day. Hate crimes against Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders ...
The Good Asian #1 Review: A Timely Noir Tale of Race, Racism, and Crime
But as in the new novel, ”The Woman with the Blue Star” by Pam Jenoff, never say “never.” At 18 years old, Sadie Gault
was hardly a child anymore. Still, as her mother argued, Sadie was small and ...
The Bookworm Sez: Authentic story presented in 'The Woman with the Blue Star'
The Handmaid's Tale' Season 4 Episode 1 sees June face death and be reborn as a Mayday operative, but her former ally
Commander Lawrence is in danger ...
'The Handmaid's Tale' Season 4 Episode 1: Commander Lawrence is sentenced to death, will Nick Blaine rescue him?
Fairy tales are a rich element of childhood in many cultures around the world. But in Ireland, where they are known as
wonder tales, these stories of magic and ...
The World of the Irish Wonder Tale: An Introduction to the Study of Fairy Tales
The conclusion of World War II brought with it unprecedented economic power for America. It was in this respect a golden
age for the United States—a time that still fascinates us when we think of our ...
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly About Cold-War America
A sole survivor of an intergalactic space mission is tasked with saving mankind but meets an unlikely best bud in Andy
Weir's newest sci-fi novel.
Review: Andy Weir's 'Project Hail Mary' is an out-of-this-world tale of science and friendship
The miniature home is completely to scale and features family photos, electricity and delicious Kansas City barbecue on the
grill.
Couple builds dream home at 1/12th the size during quarantine
The surreal Wong Ping’s Fables 1 (2018 ... Similar to the tree, he too escaped to the upper deck of the bus to evade the
weight of this moral conundrum. The Modern Way to Shower (2020), a ...
The candy-coated morality tales of Wong Ping
Even more scary to him than the people he observes are the ones he meets ... amid a pandemic that is one of the great
crises of the modern age and an artistic and economic challenge to the ...
When the Oscars Were Seduced by X-Rated New York City
Over the course of five years starting in 2010, Egyptian-American artist Wael Shawky created an epic film trilogy on the
Crusades, as seen from the medieval Muslim point of view, represented on screen ...
History, told by puppets: Wael Shawky’s rich tale of the Crusades comes to the Modern
Clearly a monumental spoof skewering the insanity of modern capitalism – brilliant! Martin Pennington Leicester A
fascinating article about the proposed second Suez canal (1 April). I was ...
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April Fools’ Day tale is right on the money
The PlayStation 4, Xbox One, and PC versions of Ghosts 'n Goblins Resurrection will launch on June 1, according to a newly
published Microsoft Store (2) listing. Pre-orders include one-day ...
Ghosts ‘n Goblins Resurrection for PS4, Xbox One, and PC launches June 1
Washerwomen in the Georgian period belonged, for the most part, to the small army of part-time and casual workers who
found employment when and where they could. As handlers of one of the most coveted ...
Georgian Washerwomen: tales of the tub from the long eighteenth century
“A historico-philosophical essay on the forms of great epic literature,” announces Lukács’ decision to treat thenovelas the
fundamental form of epic literature in modern writing. Subsequently, he ...
The Tale of the Tribe: Ezra Pound and the Modern Verse Epic
If Joe had not panicked and stayed in the balanced allocation that he was in between 2002 and 2008, his $750,000 would
have grown to $1.5 million ... I hope this tale of two investors is beneficial.
A Tale of Two Investors: 1 Panicked and 1 Didn't
While the second leg of the Triple Crown -- including Kentucky Derby winner Medina Spirit -- continues to take shape in
Baltimore, horse racing attention shifts this weekend to Belmont Park.
Kentucky Derby winner returns to the track as Preakness field shapes up
Current Giants After you do take inflation into account, Mays is still just under the $1 million salary mark ... just over four
times what Mays made AFTER he won the award. Kershaw is due to ...
Tale of the Tape
He also managed to achieve a truly fantastic drum sound thanks to Josh Burns who tracked them. "You Are My
Everything/Everything Falls Apart" finds Modern Wives' music and the members themselves ...
CESAREO GARASA: Old Wives tale? Far from it with new EP
Manchester United overpowered Tottenham in the end and ran out deserved 3-1 winners but the crucial ... League start in a
row tells its own tale. "I think he sees Dean Henderson as his number ...
Dean Henderson over David de Gea? Manchester United goalkeeper's sweeping might give him the edge
Through the tale of Newark Eagles owner Effa Manley, he illustrates how baseball’s integration crippled the Negro leagues.
He also describes how Paige played a witty, goofy character on his own ...
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